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St. Bernhard Kapelle hiking route
A promising winter tour on the legendary Hahnenkamm

Overview
total walking time

3h

distance

6.78 km

altitude meters uphill

361 m

highest point

1781 m

starting point:

Hahnenkamm Bergstation (valley station)

destination point:

Hahnenkamm Bergstation (valley station)

road quality:

To the side of the marked and secured winter walking routes, is unsecured terrain and
freeride areas. Walking on the ski piste is prohibited! Walkers use the winter routes a their
own risk! Preparation of the winter walking routes is dependent on adequate natural snow
cover.

Altitude profile
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Description
You start at the valley station Hahnenkammbahn, where you take the gondola up to the famous Hahnenkamm (lift tickets
are available directly at the ticket office). Once at the top, there is a great view of the unmistakable Kitzbüheler Horn and the
gentle Kitzbüheler Südberge. The starting point of the hike is the top station, from which you head straight towards the
magic carpet of the "Märchenwald". At the bottom station of the magic carpet (do not enter), cross the ski slope and hike on
a groomed path to the left of the ski slope towards the Hahnenkammstüberl. Enjoy a great view of the Steinbergkogel and
the Ehrenbachhöhe. Shortly before the Hahnenkammstüberl you hike along the edge of the slope past the Berghaus Tyrol
to the St. Bernhard chapel. Keep left and cross slope No. 19 “Kapellenabfahrt” in the flat part. The winter hiking path leads
you towards the Hotel Ehrenbachhöhe, where the path below the hotel runs away from ski slopes through a beautiful winter
landscape towards the Streiteckmulde. Shortly before the Streiteck competence center, cross the ski slope again. The path
leads directly past the "Komeptenzzentrum", where you follow the signs towards Hochbrunn. After about 5 minutes you will
reach the Gasthof Hochbrunn, enjoy the wonderful view of the Brixental with a little refreshment. The way back is the same.
Below the route of the Sonnenrast lift you come to a fork where you follow the signs towards Sonnenrastalm. Now the path
leads past the Hotel Ehrenbachhöhe before you come to the St. Bernhard chapel in the flat part after crossing the slope no.
19 "Kapellenabfahrt". A perfect place to stop and enjoy the view of the Brixental, the rugged massif of the Wilde Kaiser, the
Leukental and the Chiemgau Alps. To the left of the chapel, an idyllic hiking trail leads away from the ski slope to the
so-called "Waldehang" back towards the starting point of this winter hike. At the Märchenwald magic carpet, cross the ski
slope again towards the top station of the Hahnenkamm cable car. Before returning to the valley on the gondola lift, we
recommend a short detour to the panoramic terrace behind the mountain station, where you will be rewarded with an
impressive panoramic view.
Tip: Take an impressive look at the infamous mousetrap and visit the start house, which is just a few meters to the left
above the exit from the fairytale magic carpet.
Checkpoint: St. Bernhard Kapelle

Route
Hahnenkammbahn Bergstation - St. Bernhard Kapelle - Hochbrunn - Sonnenrast - Ehrenbachöhesee - St. Bernhard
Kapelle - Hahnenkamm Bergstation

equipment
Ankle-high, sturdy footwear with profile sole, shoe chains, gaiters, mountain-appropriate functional clothing, comfortable
backpack, possibly telescopic poles, snacks and enough to drink, first aid kit, sun protection (sunglasses, sunscreen & cap)
cell phone with fully charged battery, bag for waste, hiking map, tour description and information material (GPX track),
photo ID, insurance card , Cash. Dogs are to be kept on a leash without exception - don't forget "dog bags".

arrival
Parking spot
P1 - parking Hahnenkamm-cablecar

hut/alpine hut
Hochkitzbühel by Tomschy closed
Hahnenkammstüberl open
Berghaus Tyrol open
Sonnenrast closed
Hochbrunn closed

downloads
GPX FILE
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